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Voted one of Christianity Today's 1998 Books of the Year! For decades, Christians have felt

voiceless in the critical debate over evolution. Until now. Finally, ordinary Christians have the

opportunity and the resources to defeat the false claims of Darwinism. With all of the complicated

scientific debate swirling around the topic of evolution, Christians need an easy way to understand

the basic issues without oversimplifying. Phillip Johnson has the answer: the key to defeating the

false claims of Darwinism is to open our minds to good thinking habits. Here is first-rate advice on

avoiding common mistakes in discussions about evolution, understanding the legacy of the Scopes

trial, spotting deceptive arguments, and grasping the basic scientific issues without getting bogged

down in unnecessary details. In the bestselling and critically acclaimed Darwin on Trial and Reason

in the Balance, Phillip Johnson took on the academic elites and exposed the misleading claims of

evolutionary naturalism. Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds provides a new and powerful

treatment of these issues for high-school students, parents, teachers, pastors, youth advisors and

ordinary readers. Johnson aims not just to defeat a bad theory, but to defeat it in the right way-by

opening minds to the truth.
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As a defender of creation science, Phillip Johnson is a breath of fresh air. Nowhere are there

indefensible scientific arguments for a young earth, or a worldwide flood that accounts for the fossil

record, or any of the other endlessly recycled Henry Morris/Duane Gish nonsense that makes up so

much of the creationist "young earth" camp. Johnson frames the question more on a philosophical



level, pitting the presuppositions of both camps against one another (materialistic naturalism vs.

theistic supernaturalism), and attempting to show that adherents of the first camp make just as

many untestable and unsupportable assumptions as the adherents of the second. Johnson is a

talented writer, and presents a positive argument for "opening" the debate by forcing the

evolutionists to relax their dogmatic hold on the thinking in academia, and allow for a more open and

free discussion of the actual issues, including evidence for supernatural intervention in the creation

and evolution of life.Unfortunately, the only positive evidence Johnson suggests is Michael Behe's

irreducible complexity argument, which is just a repackaged intelligent design model, and the

conventional attack on biology's admitted problem with the incompleteness of the fossil record.

Throughout the book, Johnson emphasizes the dominance of the materialistic philosophy that

pervades every aspect of modern public education and academia. This predisposition, he argues,

hopelessly biases any approach to scientific facts and prevents scientists from appreciating the

fuller truth that's out there if only they would open their eyes (minds). Johnson repeatedly

mischaracterizes the practice of science and the state of affairs in biological circles.
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